Boundedness and compactness properties of multiplication operators on quantum (non-commutative) function spaces are investigated. For endomorphic multiplication operators these properties can be characterized in the setting of quantum symmetric spaces. For non-endomorphic multiplication operators these properties can be completely characterized in the setting of quantum L pspaces and a partial solution obtained in the more general setting of quantum Orlicz spaces.
Introduction
In recent years there appears to be a renewed interest in the study of multiplication operators. Even in the commutative setting new results regarding multiplication operators on Orlicz spaces [6, 7] , Orlicz-Lorentz sequence spaces [2] and Köthe sequence spaces [26] have recently been obtained. In the noncommutative setting, multiplication operators have been studied on von Neumann algebras and their preduals, and between distinct Orlicz spaces [23] . In these articles sufficient conditions for the existence of multiplication operators between distinct Orlicz spaces and necessary conditions for the compactness of multiplication operators between the respective spaces have been provided.
It is also important to note the study of generalized duality, for which the underlying idea seems to be the identification of a particular space as the space of multipliers between two symmetric spaces. Numerous articles ( [24] , [5] and [9] , for example) have been written on this topic in the commutative setting and, more recently, some of these results have been generalized to the noncommutative setting ( [16] and [17] ). In particular, the space of multipliers between distinct non-commutative Calderón-Lozanovskiȋ spaces (generalizations of Orlicz-Lorentz spaces) is described, under the proviso that the (right continuous inverses of the) Orlicz functions satisfy certain inequalities.
In this article we complement these results by characterizing the existence, boundedness and compactness of multiplication operators between distinct noncommutative Orlicz spaces, provided the Orlicz functions satisfy certain composition relations. We choose to follow an approach focusing on the individual multiplier, rather than the identification of spaces of multipliers. (This decision is in part motivated by the fact that some questionable results pertaining to the non-commutative case have started appearing in the generalized duality literature -see §3.) The aforementioned conditions on the Orlicz functions engender a generalization of the setting of multiplication operators from an L p -space into an L q -space, where p > q. We will also characterize these properties for the case p < q by using non-commutative analogues of the techniques employed in [29] . Here our results clearly show that in this setting boundedness and compactness of a multiplication operator is dependent on the specific structure of the individual multiplier, and is not conditioned by membership of the multiplier to some a priori given space. It is therefore our belief that the "generalized duality" approach simply does not work in this setting. Regarding the endomorphic setting, we show that these properties can be characterized in the general setting of symmetric spaces.
Throughout this paper we have confined ourselves to non-commutative spaces associated with semi-finite von Neumann algebras. The recent construction of Orlicz spaces for type III von Neumann algebras raises the intriguing possibility of ultimately extending the results herein to such spaces.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper A will be used to denote a semi-finite von Neumann algebra equipped with a faithful normal semi-finite trace τ . We will use 1 to denote the identity of A. If A does not contain minimal projections, then it is called non-atomic. A von Neumann algebra is called purely atomic if it contains a set {p λ } λ∈Λ of minimal projections such that p λ = 1, and this happens if and only if it is a product of Type 1 factors (see [4, p.354] ). Furthermore, there exists a unique central projection c ∈ A such that cA is purely atomic and c ⊥ A is non-atomic (this result follows from the corresponding result for JBWalgebras -see [1, Lemma 3.42] ). The set of all τ -measurable operators affiliated with A will be denoted S(A, τ ). Let x ∈ S(A, τ ) and let |x| = The singular value function of x, denoted µ x , is defined to be the right continuous inverse of the distribution function of |x|, namely µ x (t) = inf{s ≥ 0 : d (|x|) (s) ≤ t} t ≥ 0.
This is the non-commutative analogue of the concept of a decreasing rearrangement of a measurable function. If x, y ∈ S(A, τ ), then we will say that x is submajorized by y and write x ≺≺ y if
A linear subspace E ⊆ S(A, τ ), equipped with a norm · E , is called a symmetric space if
• E is complete;
• uxv ∈ E whenever x ∈ E and u, v ∈ A;
• uxv E ≤ u A v A x E for all x ∈ E, u, v ∈ A;
• and x ∈ E with x E ≤ y E , whenever y ∈ E and x ∈ S(A, τ ) with µ x ≤ µ y .
It follows that x E ≤ y E , whenever E is a symmetric space and x, y ∈ E with |x| ≤ |y|. A symmetric space E ⊆ S(A, τ ) is called strongly symmetric if its norm has the additional property that x E ≤ y E , whenever x, y ∈ E satisfy x ≺≺ y. If E is a symmetric space and it follows from x ∈ S(A, τ ), y ∈ E and x ≺≺ y that x ∈ E and x E ≤ y E , then E is called a fully symmetric space. Let E ⊆ S(A, τ ) be a symmetric space. The carrier projection c E of E is defined to be the supremum of all projections in A that are also in E. If c E = 1, then E is continuously embedded in S(A, τ ) equipped with the measure topology T m . We will therefore assume throughout this text that c E = 1. Further details regarding τ -measurable operators and symmetric spaces may be found in [31] and [13] . We will focus on two particular examples of symmetric spaces, namely Orlicz spaces and
We assume further that ϕ is neither identically zero nor identically infinite on (0, ∞) and that ϕ is left continuous. Let
and 
, the space of all (equivalence classes) of measurable functions on Ω, by setting
is a norm, called the Luxemburg-Nakano norm. Detailed investigations of Orlicz spaces and their properties may be found in [21] and [27] . Having defined Orlicz spaces in the commutative setting, we can use singular value functions to define non-commutative analogues of these spaces in the following way. If (A, τ ) is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra and E(0, ∞) ⊆ L 0 (0, ∞) is a (fully) symmetric space, then the collection {x ∈ S(A, τ ) : µ x ∈ E(0, ∞)} will be denoted E(τ ) and is a (fully) symmetric space, when equipped with the norm ([11, Theorems 4.2 and 4.5], [8, p.218,219] )
In particular, since L ϕ (0, ∞) is a rearrangement invariant Banach function space with the Fatou property, by [3, Theorem 4.8.9] ; it follows (see [8, p.202 
is fully symmetric and therefore L ϕ (τ ) is fully symmetric. When dealing with a non-commutative Orlicz space L ϕ (τ ), we will often use · ϕ to denote its norm, unless we wish to highlight the distinction between this norm and the corresponding norm in the commutative setting. The following results contain information to be used in the sequel and also show that non-commutative Orlicz spaces can be equivalently defined using a more direct approach. An important consideration in this approach is the fact that if ϕ is an Orlicz function and x ∈ S(A, τ ), then ϕ(|x|) may not exist as an element of S(A, τ ), if b ϕ < ∞, and therefore care is required. 
Proof. Since lim s→∞ ϕ(s) = ∞, the set {s ≥ 0 : ϕ(s) > t} is non-empty for each t ≥ 0 and hence ϕ −1 (t) = inf{s ≥ 0 : ϕ(s) > t} is finite for each t ≥ 0. Since ϕ −1 is also increasing, this implies that ϕ −1 is bounded on compact subsets of [0, ∞). We therefore obtain ϕ −1 (|x|) ∈ S(A, τ ) whenever x ∈ S(A, τ ) (see [8, Proposition 4.8] ). 
Remark 2.5. It is useful to note that in the proof of Proposition 2.4 it is shown
that if x ∈ S(A, τ ) and α > 0 is such that
We briefly mention Köthe duality. Suppose E ⊆ S(A, τ ) is a symmetric space. The collection
is a symmetric space, called the Köthe dual of E, when equipped with the norm
It is known (see [12] ) that
and if E(0, ∞) is a (commutative) symmetric space, then
where
In the context of Orlicz spaces, we can identify the Köthe dual as described in the following result. 
Remark 2.7. If E ⊆ S(A, τ ) is a symmetric space, then using the definition of y E × , it is easily verified that
, we obtain a sharper claim than the one made in Proposition 2.6.
Next, we describe several growth conditions that will enable us to distinguish various classes of Orlicz spaces. The first such condition is the ∆ 2 -condition. If there exists a t 0 > 0 and a C > 0 such that ϕ(2t) ≤ Cϕ(t) < ∞ for all t such that t 0 ≤ t < ∞, then ϕ is said to satisfy the ∆ 2 -condition for large t. If t 0 = 0, then ϕ is said to satisfy the ∆ 2 -condition globally and we write ϕ ∈ ∆ 2 . The following details important consequences of the ∆ 2 -condition. An Orlicz function ϕ is said to satisfy the ∇ ′ -condition, if there exists a t 0 > 0 and a c > 0 such that ϕ(s)ϕ(t) ≤ ϕ(cst) for all s, t ≥ t 0 . If t 0 = 0, then this condition is said to hold globally and we write ϕ ∈ ∇ ′ . We will be particularly interested in the following consequence of the ∇ ′ -condition.
Proof. Let ǫ > 0, u ≥ 0 and v ≥ 0 be given. Since each of ϕ −1 (u) and ϕ −1 (v) are finite, we may by the definition of ϕ −1 select r 1 , r 2 > 0 so that
But since ϕ(cr 1 r 2 ) ≥ ϕ(r 1 )ϕ(r 2 ) > uv, we must have that
In view of the fact that ǫ was arbitrary, the claim follows.
The non-commutative L p -spaces can be defined as the collection of τ -measurable operators whose singular value functions are p-integrable or equivalently as those τ -measurable operators x for which τ (|x| p ) < ∞. Equipped with the norm
is a symmetric space. Furthermore, we note that if ϕ(t) = t p , for t ≥ 0, then ϕ is an Orlicz function, satisfying the ∆ 2 -and ∇ ′ -conditions globally, and
, with equality of norms. Unless confusion is possible, we will often denote the norm of an L p -space using · p . If 1 < p < ∞, then we will use p ′ to denote the conjugate index of p, i.e. 1/p + 1/p ′ = 1. The following collects some of the relevant properties of L p -spaces to be used in the sequel.
Proposition 2.10. [12, 11, 15 ] Suppose x, y ∈ S(A, τ ). Then
Suppose E, F ⊆ S(A, τ ) are symmetric spaces and w ∈ S(A, τ ). The left multiplication map E → S(A, τ ) : x → wx will be denoted M w . If M w maps E into F , then M w will be called a multiplication operator from E into F . There are several natural questions regarding such multiplication maps. Firstly, what are the conditions on w ∈ S(A, τ ) which characterize when M w maps E into F ? Furthermore, under what conditions will such multiplication operators be bounded or compact? Unsurprisingly, it is often the case that continuity properties of M w and conditions under which M w maps E into F are studied concurrently. In fact, M w is automatically continuous if it maps E into F . (To see this observe that any w ∈ S(A, τ ) induces a continuous (left) multiplication operator on S(A, τ ). On combining this fact with the fact that each of E and F continuously embed into S(A, τ ), it is now a simple exercise to show that M w must then have a closed graph as a map from E to F .)
Existence and boundedness of multiplication operators
It is easily checked that w ∈ S(A, τ ) induces a bounded (left) multiplication operator if and only if |w| induces a bounded (left) multiplication operator. Furthermore, if this is the case, then
It therefore suffices to consider positive elements in our study of boundedness properties of multiplication operators. For the endomorphic setting the boundedness of multiplication operators has been characterized in the general setting of symmetric spaces ( [16, Proposition 5] ). For the non-endomorphic case, we will show that the boundedness of multiplication operators between different Orlicz spaces can be characterized if the Orlicz functions satisfy certain properties. These properties imply that the situation is a natural generalization of considering multiplication operators from
For p < q, a characterization will also be provided.
Multiplication operators on symmetric spaces
It is natural to consider if it is not possible to lift results from the commutative setting to the non-commutative setting. It is, in fact, claimed in [17,
) with E an α 0 -convex symmetric quasi-Banach space and F an α 1 -convex fully symmetric quasi-Banach space with the Fatou property, then E(τ ) F (τ ) , the collection of all multipliers from E(τ ) to F (τ ), is given by
where E F is the set of all multipliers from E to F . Whilst there are other interesting and useful results in [17] , the aforementioned result cannot be true without further restrictions on the semi-finite von Neumann algebra A. On noting that symmetric Banach spaces are 1-convex (see [14] for definitions and details) and L p -spaces are fully symmetric spaces with the Fatou property, this can be seen from the following example. [10, Proposition 4.5] . It follows that the identity operator is a multiplier from L p (tr) into L q (tr). However, it follows from [29, Theorem 1.4] It is our suspicion that the discussion on p.286 ( [15] ) regarding the embedding of a general semi-finite von Neumann algebra A into the non-atomic von Neumann algebra A⊗L ∞ (0, ∞) has, at times, not been applied with sufficient care. This has led to an insufficient distinction between the atomic and nonatomic cases and possible mistakes in the literature. Regarding the proof of [17, Corollary 3.1], it is true that x and x ⊗ 1 have the same generalized singular value functions. It need not, however, be the case that x ⊗ 1 is a multiplier between two spaces corresponding to A⊗L ∞ (0, ∞) if x is a multiplier between the matching spaces corresponding to A. Example 3.1 above demonstrates that in the case
To see this let e be any minimal projection in B(H),
. Cognizant of the above subtleties, we will not attempt to deal with the atomic case by means of a reduction to the non-atomic setting, but will rather follow a more direct approach.
The next result shows that sufficient conditions for the existence and boundedness of multiplication operators on non-commutative spaces may however often be derived from the classical setting without imposing further restrictions on the semi-finite von Neumann algebra.
) is a (commutative) strongly symmetric space and (A, τ ) is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra. If there exists some
whenever f ∈ E 1 (0, ∞) and g ∈ E 3 (0, ∞), then
Proof. Suppose x ∈ E 1 (τ ) and y ∈ E 3 (τ ). Then µ xy ≺≺ µ x µ y , by [28, Theorem 4] . Since E 2 (0, ∞) is a strongly symmetric space, this implies that µ xy E2(0,∞) ≤ µ x µ y E2(0,∞) . Using (1) we therefore obtain
Since the norm of a trace-measurable operator is given by the norm of its singular value function, the result follows.
Regarding the endomorphic setting, we note that it is shown in [16, Proposition 5] that if E ⊆ S(A, τ ) is a non-trivial symmetric space and w ∈ S(A, τ ) + , then M w is a bounded multiplication operator from E into itself if and only if w ∈ A. Examination of the proof of this theorem shows that if this is the case, then M w = w A .
Multiplication operators on Orlicz spaces
We note that it is shown in [16, Theorem 3] , that if E is a symmetric space with the Fatou property, ϕ, ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 are Orlicz functions with b ϕ = b ϕ1 = b ϕ2 , and
We use the fact that the corresponding result holds true in the commutative setting (see [25] ) to establish the first part of this result. 
Furthermore, if this is the case, then M w ≤ 2k w ϕ3 . To prove (2), suppose that there exists some k > 0 such that ϕ −1
If there exists some
. We show that Γ is a bounded linear functional on L 
using the Borel functional calculus. It follows that τ (ϕ 1 (x 1 )) ≤ τ (ϕ * 3 (x)) ≤ 1 and therefore, x 1 ∈ L ϕ1 (τ ) with x 1 ϕ1 ≤ 1, by Proposition 2.4. Similarly,
by Köthe duality. Applying this and Proposition 2.6 (see also Remark 2.7), we obtain
Furthermore, using [3, Theorem 4.8.14] and the fact that the norm of y is equal to the norm of its singular value function in the corresponding commutative space, we have y
for any y ∈ L ϕ * 2 (τ ). Hence inequality 2 becomes
since x 1 ϕ1 , x 2 ϕ * 2 ≤ 1, as shown earlier and x ϕ * 3 = 1 − ǫ. Since x 1 and x 2 were defined using x and the Borel functional calculus, it is easily checked that
Furthermore, w, x 1 x 2 ≥ 0 and so
Multiplying through by (ϕ * 3 ) −1 (t) and applying the second inequality in Proposition 2.1(2) we therefore obtain
Using t = ϕ * 3 (s), we obtain
for all s > 0 and therefore x ≤ 2kx 1 x 2 , using the properties of the Borel functional calculus and the definitions of x 1 and x 2 . It follows that w
, and therefore
using the positivity of τ = 2kτ (wx 1 x 2 ) using Proposition 2.10 ≤ It follows that (w 1/2 x)w 1/2 ∈ L 1 (τ ). Since x, x 1 and x 2 commute, we can use the fact that x ≤ 2kx 1 x 2 to show that |xw| 2 ≤ 4k 2 |x 2 x 1 w| 2 and hence |xw| ≤ 2k|x 2 x 1 w|, since taking square roots is an operator-monotone function (see [18, Corollary 3.2] ). It follows that wx ∈ L 1 (τ ). Since, apart from the restriction on the size of the norm, x was an arbitrary element of L ϕ *
(τ )
+ , It follows from Köthe duality that w ∈ L ϕ3 (τ ). We can therefore apply Proposition 2.10 to obtain τ (w 1/2 xw 1/2 ) = τ (wx) and therefore, since the above holds for all ǫ > 0, we have
Given y ∈ L ϕ * 3 (τ ), we may now use the polar decomposition y = u|y| in terms of some partial isometry u ∈ A, to conclude from the above that
where we used the fact that v|y|v ϕ * Applying this result to L p -spaces, we obtain the following.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose 1 < q < p and r is such that
Proof. If ϕ 1 (t) := t p , ϕ 2 (t) = t q and ϕ 3 (t) = t r , then
In [23] sufficient conditions are obtained for the existence of multipliers between Orlicz spaces when the Orlicz functions are related by certain composition relations. We show that multiplication operators can be completely characterized and norm estimates obtained under similar circumstances. 
if this is the case, then
where c > 0 is such that ϕ
(t) for all s, t ≥ 0 (see Lemma 2.9).
Proof. To prove (1), we start by showing that ϕ −1
1 . Using the fact that ϕ 1 = ψ • ϕ 2 , we have that
by Proposition 2.1 and the fact that ψ is increasing. Replacing t with ψ −1 (t) in the inequality above we obtain
Apply ϕ −1 1 to the inequality above, and use the the fact that ϕ −1 1 is increasing, to conclude from Proposition 2.1 that
as desired. A similar proof shows that ϕ
3 . Next, suppose t > 0. Then using Proposition 2.1 and the fact that ϕ 2 is increasing, we have that ϕ
On applying Lemma 2.9, it then follows that ϕ −1
(ψ * ) −1 (t) . The inequalities verified in the first part of the proof now enable us to conclude that ϕ −1
To prove (2), we start by noting that if M w is a bounded multiplication operator from L ϕ1 (τ ) into L ϕ2 (τ ), then it follows from the first part of this Theorem and Theorem 3.3(2) that w ∈ L ϕ3 (τ ) and w ϕ3 ≤ 4c M w .
It remains to prove the sufficiency and reverse inequality in (2). Given any λ ≥ 0 and 0 < ǫ < 1, we may use convexity to conclude that ǫ −1 ϕ 2 (λ) ≤ ϕ 2 (ǫ −1 λ), and hence that ψ
Given any positive Borel function f for which ϕ 3 (ǫ −1 f ) is finite almost everywhere, it is clear that ψ
is then also finite almost everywhere with ψ
Since ψ * is an Orlicz function, this can clearly only be the case if ϕ 2 (f ) itself is also finite almost everywhere. Given any y ∈ L ϕ3 (τ ) + with y ϕ3 < 1, it follows from Proposition 2.4 that for any ǫ with y ϕ3 < ǫ < 1, we will have that ϕ 3 (ǫ −1 y) ∈ S(A, τ ). On using the Borel functional calculus with y playing the role of a Borel function, we may now use the above calculations to conclude that each of ψ * (ǫ −1 ϕ 2 (y)) and ϕ 2 (y) are operators affiliated to A (see [30, Lemma 9.4 .7 and Theorem 9.4.8]), for which we have that ψ
We may then use Proposition 2.1 to con-
Since by Lemma 2.3, (ψ * ) −1 (ϕ 3 (ǫ −1 y)) ∈ S(A, τ ), the preceding inequality ensures that also ϕ 2 (y) ∈ S(A, τ ). Given that the specific choice of ǫ and the preceding inequalities ensure that τ (ψ
Recall that by assumption there exists 0 < c ≤ 1 such that ϕ 2 (cst) ≤ ϕ 2 (s)ϕ 2 (t) for all s, t ≥ 0. Let n ∈ N be given with n > 1, and suppose we are given w ∈ L ϕ3 (τ ) and x ∈ L ϕ1 (τ ) with w ϕ3 = cn n+1 and x ϕ1 = n+1 2n . Both have norm less than 1, so
by Lemma 2.2. Furthermore, ϕ 2 is increasing and it is easily checked that t → ϕ 2 (e t ) is convex. Therefore (6) by Proposition 2.10(3). It follows by what has been shown already that
where the second inequality follows by [3, Theorem 4.8.14] . Combining this with (5) and (6) we therefore obtain
2n . It follows that
We finish this subsection by showing that the previous result also applies to L p -spaces.
Corollary 3.6. Suppose 1 < q < p and let r > 1 be such that 1/p + 1/r = 1/q.
Proof. Let ϕ 1 (t) = t p , ϕ 2 (t) = t q and ψ(t) = t p/q . Then ϕ 1 , ϕ 3 and ψ are Orlicz functions. Furthermore, ψ • ϕ 2 (t) = (t q ) p/q = t p = ϕ 1 (t) and r = qp/(p − q). If we let (p/q) ′ denote the conjugate exponent of p/q, then it is easily checked that (p/q)
where c = 1 (p/q) (r/q)/p (r/q) t r/q . It follows that ϕ 3 is an Orlicz function and
is an Orlicz function satisfying the ∇ ′ -condition in that
The result therefore follows by Theorem 3.5.
Multiplication operators on L p -spaces
In this subsection we consider multiplication operators from L p (τ ) into L q (τ ). It follows from [16, Proposition 5] that M w is a bounded multiplication operator from L p (τ ) (1 ≤ p ≤ ∞) into itself if and only if w ∈ A, in which case M w = w A . In Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 3.6 we used the theory for Orlicz spaces to conclude that if 1 < q < p < ∞ and w ∈ S(A, τ )
, where 1/p+1/r = 1/q (this result is also claimed in [16, Example 1(ii)] although no proof is given). In this subsection we will see that a direct proof will however enable us to determine the norm of the multiplication operator exactly in this case. We also consider the case 1 ≤ p < q < ∞.
Theorem 3.7. Suppose 1 < q < p < ∞ and w ∈ S(A, τ )
, where 1/p + 1/r = 1/q. Furthermore, if this is the case, then M w = w r .
Proof. Suppose w ∈ L r (τ ). Then, using Proposition 2.10(2), we obtain
It follows that M w is a bounded multiplication operator from
Conversely, suppose M w is a bounded multiplication operator from
be given, where r ′ is the conjugate index to r. If x = u|x| is the polar form of x, we set x p = u|x| r ′ /p and x q ′ = |x|
, and so wx = wx p x q ′ ∈ L 1 (τ ). Köthe duality now ensures that w ∈ L r (τ ). We proceed to prove the equality of M w and w r . It is not difficult to conclude from the fact that w ∈ L r (τ )
This clearly ensures that M w ≥ w r , and hence that equality of norms must hold.
Next, we consider the case p < q.
Remark 3.8. It is claimed in [16, Example 1(i)] that the space of multipliers from
L p (τ ) into L q (τ ) (p < q
) consists just of the the zero operator. This cannot be true in general as Example 3.1 shows.
We start by showing that in this setting it suffices to consider purely atomic von Neumann algebras. Theorem 3.9. Suppose 1 ≤ p < q < ∞ and c is the central projection such that cA is atomic and c
Proof. Suppose that M w is a bounded multiplication operator from L p (τ ) into L q (τ ) and assume that e = e wc ⊥ (λ, ∞) is non-zero for some λ > 0. Since e ∈ c ⊥ A and c ⊥ A is non-atomic, it follows that given 0 < α < τ (e), we may select a sequence (e n ) ∞ n=1 ⊂ c ⊥ A of mutually orthogonal subprojections of e such that τ (e n ) = α/2 n . Let v n := e n /τ (e n ) 1/q . Since 1/p > 1/q and for each n we have that
. But this cannot be, since the fact that e n ≤ e, ensures that for all n we have that
This clear contradiction establishes the claim.
Since we are dealing with atomic von Neumann algebras, it suffices to consider a (possibly uncountable) direct sum of (possibly infinite) factors. We will therefore consider the situation on each such factor before investigating the general case. We start by proving a simple lemma that will help us in this regard.
Lemma 3.10. Suppose A = B(H), τ is a faithful, semi-finite normal trace on
for some λ ≥ 0, by [20, Proposition 6.4.3] . It follows that for any ξ ∈ H, (we)ξ 2 = weξ, weξ = λeξ, ξ = (λ 1/2 e)ξ 2 and so we A = λ 1/2 . Therefore
For multiplication operators between L p -spaces associated with factors we have the following characterization. 
where k is the trace of any projection onto a one-dimensional subspace of H and s > 0 is such that 1/q + 1/s = 1/p.
Proof. It follows from [20, Propositions 8.5.3 & 8.5.5 ] that τ (·) = k tr(·), for some k > 0, where tr(·) denotes the canonical trace on B(H). Since all projections onto one-dimensional subspaces of H have the same trace, k = τ (e), where e is any such projection. We already noted that in this case S(A, τ ) = A,
is continuously embedded into L q (tr) and
for any x ∈ L p (tr), by [10, Proposition 4.5] . It follows that
where s > 0 is such that 1/q + 1/s = 1/p. If we let w ∈ S(A, τ ) = A, then for any x ∈ L p (τ ) we have
using (7). It follows that M w is a bounded multiplication operator from
To prove the reverse inequality, let {p α } α∈A denote the collection of all distinct projections onto one dimensional subspaces of H and consider
by Lemma 3.10. Since (8) holds for all α ∈ A and τ (p α ) = k, for each α, we have that
Since w A = sup{ wξ : ξ = 1}, there exists a sequence {ξ n } ∞ n=1 of norm one elements such that wξ n > w A − 1/n, for every n ∈ N. Let p n denote the projection onto the one-dimensional subspace generated by ξ n . Then
It follows that sup α∈A wp α A = w A and therefore by inequality (9) that
We will need the following lemma in order to move from a factor to a direct sum of factors. Proof. Suppose x ∈ L q (τ ) and c is a central projection. For any Borel function we know from [19, Lemma 5.6 .31] that g(|x|e)e = g(|x|)e. But then also g(|x|e)e ⊥ = g((|x|e)e ⊥ )e ⊥ = g(0)e ⊥ . For the specific function g(t) = t q , these facts ensure that |x| q p α = |xp α | q for each α. Suppose B is a finite subcollection of A. Since {p α } α∈B is a collection of mutually orthogonal central projections (and hence α∈B p α is also a central projection), this enables us to conclude that
Furthermore,
Using (10) and (11), it follows that
Since this holds for every finite subcollection of A, this ensures that
, and hence also xp α , is non-zero for at most countably many α ∈ A. Let (p n )
denote the collection of projections for which this holds.
p n and these are all central projections, we may use (10) to conclude that
Since these are the only projections for which xp α = 0, it follows that
We are now in a position to characterize multiplication operators from an L p -space into an L q -space for the case p < q. 
Proof. Suppose wc = w and sup It follows that
into L q (τ ) and
Conversely, suppose M w is a bounded multiplication operator from L p (τ ) into L q (τ ). Then wc = w, by Theorem 3.9. Let τ α denote the restriction of τ to p α A.
for each α and
for each x ∈ L p (τ ). Using Theorem 3.11, it follows that k
Since this holds for all α, we have that
Compactness of multiplication operators
The characterizations and norm estimates obtained in the previous section will enable us to obtain characterizations of compactness in the same settings. It is easily checked that w ∈ S(A, τ ) induces a compact multiplication operator between symmetric spaces E and F if and only if |w| induces a compact multiplication operator. As in the previous section, it therefore suffices to consider positive elements in S(A, τ ). We start by quoting a necessary condition for the compactness of multiplication operators which will be used throughout. 
Then there exists a central projectionc such that yc = y withcA being a direct sum of countably many finite type I factors.
The techniques employed to prove Theorem 4.1 can easily be adapted to prove the same result for any pair of Banach function spaces which are intermediate spaces of the Banach couple (L ∞ (τ ), L 1 (τ )). As with the boundedness of multiplication operators, a characterization for the compactness of endomorphic multiplication operators can be obtained in the general setting of symmetric spaces. We know from [16, Proposition 5] that if E is a symmetric space and w ∈ S(A, τ ), then M w is a bounded multiplication operator from E into itself if and only if w ∈ A. In considering the compactness of multiplication operators in the endomorphic setting it therefore suffices to consider w ∈ A. k < N n+1 ) are the eigenvalues of wp n , repeated according to multiplicity, and the q k 's are mutually orthogonal projections onto one-dimensional subspaces of the eigenspace of λ k . Recall that It follows that M w is the limit of a sequence of finite rank operators and hence compact.
Next, we consider multiplication operators between Orlicz spaces. 
Note that p n w 1/2 ց 0.
Since ϕ 3 ∈ ∆ 2 , L ϕ3 (τ ) has absolutely continuous norm and therefore w − w N ϕ3 ց 0. Using (14) this implies that M w is the limit of a sequence of finite rank operators and hence compact. Conversely, if M w is a compact operator, then by Theorem 4.1, there exists a central projectionc with the desired properties. Furthermore, since M w is a compact operator, it is bounded and therefore w ∈ L ϕ3 (τ ), by either Theorem 3.3 or Theorem 3.5 (depending on whether condition (1) or (2) holds). Suppose 1 < q < p with r such that 1/p + 1/r = 1/q. Then for ϕ 1 (t) := t p , ϕ 2 (t) = t q and ϕ 3 (t) = t r , we trivially have We therefore obtain the following corollary. We finish by characterizing the compactness of multiplication operators from L p (τ ) into L q (τ ) for the case 1 ≤ p < q < ∞. 
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